
  

 

 

 

 

 

  

PART A — (10 × 2 = 20 marks) 

Answer any TEN questions. 

Each answer should not exceed 50 words. 

Each answer carries 2 marks. 

1. What is the function of Central Processing Unit (CPU)? 

 ø©¯ ö\¯À£õmk A»Qß ö\¯À£õkPÒ GßÚ? 

2. Write a note on touch screen. 

 öuõk vøµ £ØÔ SÔ¨¦ GÊxP. 

3. Distinguish inkjet and thermal printers. 

 ø©Ãa_ ©ØÖ® öÁ¨£ Ãa_ Aa_¨ ö£õÔPøÍ ÷ÁÖ£kzxP. 

4. Write any two academic usage of computers. 

 PoÛ°ß PÀÂUTh £¯ß£õkPÐÒ H÷uÝ® CµsiøÚ 
GÊxP. 

5. What is the purpose of view menu? 

 £õºøÁ £mi¯¼ß ÷|õUP® GßÚ? 

6. Write a note on ‘‘foot notes’’. 

 ‘‘AiU SÔ¨¦PÒ’’ £ØÔ SÔ¨¦ GÊxP. 

7. Write any two uses of MS Word. 

 MS Wordß H÷uÝ® C¸ £¯ß£õkPøÍ GÊxP. 
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8. How will you change the font size in spread sheets? 

 Spread sheetsÀ GÊzvß AÍøÁ GÆÁõÖ ©õØÖÃº? 

9. How will you make a copy of a spread sheet document? 

 Spread sheets £zvµzøu GÆÁõÖ |PÀ Gk¨¥º? 

10. What is CAI? 

 CAI GßÓõÀ GßÚ? 

11. What is a browser? Give an example. 

 E»õÂ GßÓõÀ GßÚ? J¸ Euõµn® u¸P. 

12. What is a web site? 

 Áø»z uÍ® GßÓõÀ GßÚ? 

PART B — (6 × 5 = 30 marks) 

Answer any SIX questions. 

Each answer should not exceed 200 words. 

Each answer carries 5 marks. 

13. Give a brief account on software. 

 ö©ß ö£õ¸Ò £ØÔ _¸UP©õP ÂÍUPÄ®. 

14. What are the different types of primary storage devices? 

 •uß{ø» ÷\ª¨¦ P¸ÂPÎß £À÷ÁÖ ÁøPPÒ ¯õøÁ? 

15. What are the roles of computers in educational sectors? 

 PÀÂz xøÓ°À PoÛ°ß £[PÎ¨¦PÒ ¯õøÁ? 

16. What is the need of information and communication 
technology? 

 uPÁÀ öuõhº¦ öuõÈÀ ~m£zvß £¯ßPÒ ¯õøÁ? 

17. Explain the use of control panel. 

 Pmk¨£õmk uÍzvß £¯ßPÒ ¯õøÁ? 

18. What are the uses of MS Word for a class teacher? 

 ÁS¨¦ B]›¯¸US HØÓ MS Word £¯ß£õkPÒ GßÚ? 
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19. Explain the data menu in spread sheet. 

 Spread sheetÀ EÒÍ uµÄ £mi¯ø» ÂÍUPÄ®. 

20. How do multimedia presentations motivate the students? 

 £À¿hP £øh¨¦PÒ ©õnÁºPøÍ GÆÂu® FUSÂUQÓx? 

PART C — (2 × 15 = 30 marks) 

Answer BOTH the questions. 

Each answer should not exceed 600 words. 

Each answer carries 15 marks. 

21. (a) Give an account on printers. 

  Aa_¨ ö£õÔPÒ £ØÔ GÊxP. 

Or 

 (b) Discuss the role of information and communication 

technology in teacher preparation. 

  B]›¯º £°Ø]°À uPÁÀ öuõhº¦ öuõÈÀ~m£zvß 
£[PÎ¨ø£ A»\Ä®. 

22. (a) How does the internet help the society? As teacher 

how will you prevent the wrong usage of internet for 

your students? 

  Cøn¯® \•uõ¯zvØS GÆÂu® EuÄQÓx? B]›¯º 
GßÓ •øÓ°À E©x ©õnÁ›ß uÁÓõÚ Cøn¯ 
£¯ß£õmøh {º GÆÂu® uk¨¥º? 

Or 

 (b) Discuss the website that you recently visited and 

learnt. 

  \«£zvÀ }º £õºzx PØÖa öPõsh Áø»zuÍ® £ØÔ 
A»\Ä®. 
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